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The Funky Jazz Alternative Jam Band.. Uncut Soul Food  Challenging Lyrics. BUY THIS CD TODAY

AND GET A FREE CD SAMPLER from SD Keyboardist Jim Couchenour while supplies last. 14 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: Funk, JAZZ: World Fusion Details: This debut CD from Youngstown, Ohio native

Composer/Producer/Musician Jere B is Jam Packed with Soulful, Jazzy Funk tracks and performed by

the "Virtual Band," SOUNDOCTRINE, which boasts a potpourri of talented Vocalists and Musicians from

in and around Northeastern Ohio. Dubbed the "Tiny Quincy Project," each track features a different artist,

yet lyrically weaves together a message of Hope, Joy and Perseverance in maintaining the Christian

Lifestyle. The music itself twists and turns through a variety of styles, which when fused together is

entitled by its producer, 'Alternative Christian Funk.' Here's what the Industry is Saying About SD:

"Powerful, Precise, an excellent production from beginning to end! This album has my vote for the hall of

fame!" "Perseverance". I think I have worn this CD just about out lol. - John Anderson -  October 2003

Host - On the Horizon/ New Artist Radio (newartistreadio.net) The music does not disappoint. It's a

collection of deep grooves, heartfelt vocal performances and lyrics which have a deep resonance.

SounDoctrine has chosen to launch itself in a secular market in order to spread its message. It would be

so easy to produce conventional music for a well-established audience, but they avoided it. This is daring

in just about every way. - Chris J. Mann  Smooth Jazz Report -U.K. September 2003 (smooth-jazz.de)

SounDoctrine is undoubtedly one of the best gospel bands around today, If you do not believe me, go

pick up their CD and you'll discover something new, fresh and innovative, all glorifying the one and only

true God. - Delroy Souden  September2003 EnSound Entertainment (ensoundentertainment.com)

Stunning musicianship and positivity overflowing. And all in a live setting! Soundoctrine is why I listen to
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music!!! -	Joe Kelley  July 2003 (upperroomwithjoekelley.com) As interesting as it sounds,

SounDoctrine-a Christian group-brings all types of music to the table including gospel, pop, jazz, 80s

tunes, dance, contemporary, hip-hop beats, and rap into one for a full-on Christian explosion. Who are

the Jesus Freaks now? -	Aaris A. Schroeder  February 2003 - Editor In Chief - Underground Beat Online

(ubomag.com) A lively mixture of jazz, R&B, progressive rock fusion and funk are the vehicle for the

music created by composer Jere B and a talented cast of musicians...Music of Love, hope and faith in a

wonderful musical format that can reach many straining ears. -	Mark E. Waterbury/ Music Morsels 

January 2003 (musicmorsels.com) "I never heard the expression *alternative christian* before but after

listening to this CD I REALLY understood.. this is fresh ...this is totally unpretentious...this is the REAL

new soul! A great mix of the traditional funk/gospel flair spiced with new unconventional

structures...wonderful vocals and tasty *different/new* aspects...I REALLY like this!" -Lord Litter  August

2002 (lordlitter.de) This is a kickin' soul-influenced album that gets a MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

from us - along with th' "PICK" of this issue for "best funk&soul"! -Rotcod Zzaj, aka Dick Metcalf  5/23/02

Perpetrator  Instigator, Zzaj Productions (home.attbi.com/rzzaj) "GOSPEL, R&B, JAZZ, SOUL, FUNK and

SLOW JAMS!! PERSEVERANCE IS A PERFECT MIX OF TRACKS FOR THE BlakeRadioFAMILY OF

CHANNELS. TRULY MUSIC FOR YOUR MIND BODY AND SOUL" -Neil Blake, President,

BlakeRadio5/3/02 (blakeradio.com) It is quite incredible! I really love the sounds. I can truly say it's worth

listening to. - Jo Anne Scaife - CCM Magazine 4/23/02 (ccmcom.com)
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